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To commemorate its 100th anniversary, the International Astronomical Union (IAU) is organizing a             

global project to give member states or regions the opportunity to name the exoplanet and its                

host star assigned to them. 

  

The host star and its exoplanet assigned to Hong Kong by the IAU is in the constellation Aquarius.                  

All Hong Kong citizens may suggest names, for the exoplanet and the host star. Following public                

voting and assessment by a panel of local astronomical experts, the selected names will be               

submitted to the IAU for approval. Thereafter the names of the exoplanet and its host star will be                  

recognized internationally. 

  

The IAU is the authority responsible for assigning official designations and names to celestial              

bodies and now, while celebrating its first 100 years of fostering international collaboration in              

astronomy, it is organizing the IAU100 NameExoWorlds project. Under this project, the IAU             

assigns to every member state or region a unique exoplanetary system, comprising an exoplanet              

and its host star, and offers the opportunity for the member states or regions to give popular                 

names to the exoplanet and its host star assigned. Following the NameExoWorlds project in 2015               

when 19 exoplanets were named, this is the second time in history when exoplanetary systems               

will again be named. 

  

In recent years, astronomers have discovered thousands of exoplanets. Of these exoplanets, some             

are small and rocky like the Earth, while others are gas giants like Jupiter. Amidst all these                 

exoplanets, the Earth is but a small planet orbiting an ordinary star, the Sun. The aim of this                  

initiative is to create awareness of our place in the Universe. Some of the exoplanets have                

physical characteristics that resemble those of the Earth, suggesting that there could be             

https://www.iau.org/public/noc/
https://www.iau-100.org/
https://www.iau-100.org/
https://www.iau-100.org/
https://www.iau.org/
http://www.nameexoworlds.iau.org/
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extraterrestrial civilization. How the Earth is being perceived by a civilization on another planet is               

worth pondering. 

  

After carefully selecting a large sample of well-studied, confirmed exoplanets and their host stars,              

the IAU100 NameExoWorlds Steering Committee assigned a star-planet system to each member            

state or region, taking account of the visibility of the host star from the locality concerned, through                 

a small telescope as necessary. Over 70 member states or regions have signed up to organize local                 

campaigns that will provide their citizens with an opportunity to take part, from nomination to               

voting. 

  

The host star assigned to Hong Kong is a magnitude 7.6 star in the constellation Aquarius, number                 

212771 in the Henry Draper Catalogue (HD) of the Harvard College Observatory. The star is of                

spectral type G8IV and 427 light years away, with a surface temperature of 5121K (4848OC), 11%                

cooler than the Sun. While the star has a mass of 1.15 Sun, it is 5 times larger and 18 times                     

brighter than the Sun. 

  

The exoplanet of HD 212771, designated as HD 212771 b, has a mass 2.3 times of Jupiter, a surface                   

temperature of 457K (184OC), an orbital period of 373 Earth days, and 1.22 astronomical units               

(about 180 million km) away from HD 212771. 

  

The Hong Kong IAUNOC together with various local astronomical bodies have formed the Hong              

Kong IAU100 NameExoWorlds Working Group to draw up the details for naming the exoplanet and               

its host star, according to the guidelines issued by the IAU100 NameExoWorlds Steering             

Committee.  

  

Details of the project and subsequent announcements are available at the website:             

http://www.iaunochk.org/nameexoworlds/  

For enquiries, please contact info@iaunochk.org 

 

 
*The IAU is the international astronomical organization that brings together more than 13,500             

professional astronomers from more than 100 countries worldwide. Its mission is to promote and              

safeguard astronomy in all its aspects, including research, communication, education and           

development, through international cooperation. The IAU also serves as the internationally           

recognized authority for assigning designations to celestial bodies and the surface features on             

them.  Founded in 1919, the IAU is the world’s largest professional body for astronomers. 

 

https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/exoplanet-catalog/6905/hd-212771-b/
http://www.iaunochk.org/
http://www.iaunochk.org/nameexoworlds/
mailto:info@iaunochk.org
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Fig. 1: Hong Kong has been assigned HD212771 for naming purpose; the star is of magnitude 7.6, 

visible through a small telescope 

 

 

Fig. 2: Artist’s impression of HD212771 and HD212771b, the exoplanetary system 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/mwehwlot5dqq4me/exo.eps?dl=0%20https://www.dropbox.com/s/zzpd0gdfaawcuvw/exo.jpg?dl=0
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1f85DlHg-S_pQnqvSo6U61Ygtj6-V_V8B
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Fig. 3: The comparison between the orbit of exoplanet HD212771b and the orbits of the 
inner planets of the Solar System 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1zKf0DhJDNSuWiRhyrpENsLaOYKnKWBUJ

